C H A P T E R O N E : The Early Years

and adopted the Pick digital sharing system in 1978, an
early innovation that allowed offices to share data.
Together, the brothers created a proprietary data management program playfully titled BEARS, which stands for
BAYADA Exceptionally Advanced Record System—jokingly
referred to by the brothers as the Baiada Exceptionally
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LE F T A N D B E LOW: Mark

considered special BAYADA
uniforms, including one sketched
here. Mary Beth Bonner, Kathleen
McGinley, Marty Soroka, and Ginny
Gotides modeled a few other
options. Ginny hand-sewed all the
prototype uniforms.

Awesome Record System. BEARS isn’t graphically slick, but
it is so robust that it has been updated through numerous
versions and is still used. Colleen Thomas started in 1984
as the company’s first computer programmer and has since
moved up to Area Director of Information Services. She
laughs when she remembers the company’s first computer, nicknamed Arnold: “It was so big it occupied almost a
whole room.”
Colleen also has fond memories of the first fax machine.
“A rep told us we would connect this giant thing to the
phone line and then a payroll form would print out from
offices. I practically shrieked, ‘Get out! That’s actually
going to print out here?’” By the 1980s faxing would
TO P: Mark and Linda Siessel in

the early 1980s. “When I walked
into that Philadelphia office, it was
buzzing,” Linda recalls. “So much
energy and camaraderie! I picked up
right away that it was okay to dream,
okay to think very far out and work
from your heart.”
A BOV E: As office space grew tight,

Mark actually moved his desk into a
utility closet for a time.

completely change the payroll process—among other
areas—and dramatically save time. Employees and
couriers no longer had to physically transport key documents between offices or worry that paycheck deliveries
might be delayed by traffic jams. Home health aides and
staff had earned those dollars and couldn’t afford to wait
for them.
While these technology steps might seem comical today,
they were very innovative for their time. Even when Mark’s
company was small, he “thought big” and invested in
systems that saved money and streamlined operations.

L E F T: Sherri Pillet in 1981. She was

attracted to the company because
“I had a degree in social work and
wanted to make a difference to
people. I also had some ambition
and wanted to make some money.
Not only could you blend both
at this company, but you were
expected to.”

